INTRODUCTION
Thermodynamic modeling of aqueous electrolyte solutions plays an important role in chemical and biological sciences [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Despite intense efforts in the past century, robust thermodynamic modeling of electrolyte solutions still presents a difficult challenge and re-mains a remote ambition in the extended Debye-Hückel (DH) models due to the enormous number of parameters that need to be adjusted, carefully and often subjectively [11, 13] .
For example, the Pitzer model requires 8 parameters for a ternary system and up to 8 temperature coefficients (parameters) for every Pitzer parameter in a temperature interval from 0 to about 200
• C [11, 13] . It is indeed a frustrating despair (frustration on p. 11 in [9] and despair on p. 301 in [1] ) that approximately 22,000 parameters for combinatorial solutions of the most important 28 cations and 16 anions in salt chemistry have to be extracted from the available experimental data for one temperature [11] . The Pitzer model is still the most widely used DH model with unmatched precision for modeling aqueous electrolyte solutions over wide ranges of composition, temperature, and pressure [13] .
The Pitzer model and its variants [13] are all derived from the Debye-Hückel theory [14] that in turn is based on a linear Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation [5] although potentials calculated from PB near ions (for example) are often far beyond the linear range of the potential near ions or interfaces. The PB equation treats ions as point charges without steric volumes and water molecules as a homogeneous dielectric medium without steric volumes either and with a constant dielectric constant that neglects ion-water and ion-ion correlations. These simplifications give rise to the elegant, simple, and useful DH theory. However, it is precisely because of the linearization and simplifications on steric and correlation effects that extended DH models have needed an explosion in the number of parameters in order to overcome the deficiencies (simplifications) of the classical Poisson-Boltzmann theory. The nonlinear PB equation was developed by Gouy and Chapman [15, 16] .
In the past few years, we have intensively investigated these two effects in a range of areas from electric double layers [17, 18] , ion activities [19] , to biological ion channels [18, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and consequently developed an advanced theory -the Poisson-Fermi (PF) theory -that treats ions and water molecules as nonuniform hard spheres of any size with interstitial voids and includes many of the correlation effects of ions and water. We refer to our previous papers and references therein for a historical account of the literature of this theory. Rowland et al. in [13] from various experimental sources in [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
The PF model is developed to calculate individual ion activities for which experimental measurements and determination [10, 36, 37] , interpretation of measurement data [26, [37] [38] [39] , and comparison of different experimental methods [37, 40] have been extensively investigated by Wilczek-Vera, Rodil, and Vera in the past two decades. PF results on mean activity coefficients can be compared with experimental measurements using the DebyeHückel equation of individual ion activities [5] .
In contrast to the Pitzer model, we show that all experimental data sets of individual or mean activity coefficients as a function of variable concentration in single electrolytes or mixtures at various temperatures can be well fitted by the PF model with only 3 parameters at most for each activity-concentration data curve. The model is characterized by three different domains, namely, the Born ion, hydration shell, and remaining solvent domains in which the Born ion domain is most crucial because all activities around an ion are mainly governed by the singular charge of the ion located at the center of the domain. The Born ion domain is defined by the Born radius of the solvated ion, which is unknown and changes with salt concentrations in a highly nonlinear manner.
The three parameters characterize three orders of approximation of the Born radius in terms of ionic concentrations. Parameter 1 describes a correction of the experimental Born radius of a single ion in pure water without any other ions. Parameter 2 describes an adjustment of the unknown Born radius in electrolyte solution that accounts for the Debye screening effect, which is proportional to the square root of the ionic strength of the solution.
Parameter 3 is an adjustment in the next order approximation beyond the DH treatment of ionic atmosphere. The physical origin of these parameters is clear unlike that of most parameters in the Pitzer method [11, 41] . It may even be possible in later work to calculate some of these parameters from more detailed versions of our model.
Our approach to partition the free energy domain of a solvated ion into the above three sub-domains yields a better approximation to calculate the free energy since these subdomains are determined by the experimental data of solvation and thus separate short-and long-range interactions of the ion in a more accurate way. This approach nevertheless incurs more complicated numerical methods for solving the nonlinear partial differential equations of the PF model in different domains with suitable interface conditions [17] . We therefore present numerical methods in detail for future verification and development of the present work.
THEORY
For an aqueous electrolyte solution with K species of ions, the Poisson-Fermi theory proposed in [18, 21] treats all ions and water of any diameter as nonuniform hard spheres with interstitial voids between these spheres. The activity coefficient γ i of an ion of species i in the solution describes the deviation of the chemical potential of the ion from ideality (γ i = 1). The excess chemical potential µ ex i = k B T ln γ i can be calculated by [19, 42] 
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is an absolute temperature, q i is the ionic charge of the hydrated ion (also denoted by i), φ(r) is a potential function of spatial variable r in the Fig. 1 , Ω i is the spherical domain occupied by the ion i, Ω sh is the hydration shell domain of the ion, Ω s is the remaining solvent domain, 0 denotes the center (set to the origin) of the ion, φ(0) is the value of φ(r) at r = 0, and φ 0 (r) is a potential function when the solvent domain Ω s does not contain any ions at all with pure water only. The potential function φ(r) can be found by solving the Poisson-Fermi equation
where ǫ 0 is the vacuum permittivity, ǫ w is the dielectric constant of bulk water, ǫ ion is a dielectric constant in Ω i , a j is the radius of a counterion of the ion i, and δ(r − 0) is the delta function at the origin.
The concentration function C k (r) is described by a Fermi distribution (5), where (not the ionic radius a i ) as the radius of Ω i [42] . We consider both first and second shells of the ion [43, 44] . 
would however diverge if φ(r) tends to infinity. This is a major deficiency of PB theory for modeling a system with strong local electric fields or interactions [45] . If the correlation length l c = 0, the dielectric operator (2) approximates the permittivity of the bulk solvent and the linear response of correlated ions [17, 20, 46, 47] , and yields a dielectric function ǫ(r) as an output of solving Eq. (2) [21] . The exact value of ǫ(r) at any r ∈ Ω sh ∪ Ω s cannot be obtained from Eq. (2) but can be approximated by the simple formula ǫ(r)
since the water density function C H 2 O (r) = C K+1 (r) is an output of Eq. (5). This formula is only for visualizing (approximately) the profile of ǫ or ǫ. It is not an input of calculation.
The input is the correlation length l c in Eq. (3) [17, 20, 46, 47] . The actual outputs are the numerical solutions of the partial differential equations and boundary conditions.
The factor v k /v 0 multiplying the steric potential function S trc (r) in Eq. (5) is a modification of the unity used in our previous work [19, 21] . The steric energy −
of a type k particle depends not only on the voidness (Γ(r)) (or equivalently crowding) at r but also on the volume v k of the particle itself. If all v k are equal (and thus v k = v 0 ), then all particle species at any location r ∈ Ω sh ∪ Ω s have the same steric energy, i.e., uniform particles are indistinguishable in steric energy. The steric potential is a mean-field approximation of Lennard-Jones (L-J) potentials that describe local variations of L-J distances (and thus empty voids) between any pair of particles. L-J potentials are highly oscillatory and extremely expensive and unstable to compute numerically [21] . Calculations that involve L-J potentials, or even truncated versions of L-J potentials must be extensively checked to be sure that results do not depend on irrelevant parameters.
METHODS
To avoid large errors in approximation caused by the delta function δ(r − 0) in (4), the potential function can be decomposed as [17, 48, 49] 
where φ * (r) = q i /(4πǫ i |r − 0|) and φ(r) is found by solving
without the singular source term ρ i (r) = q i δ(r − 0) and with the interface conditions
where n is an outward normal unit vector at r ∈ ∂Ω i and the jump function [u(r)] = lim r sh →r u(r sh ) − lim r i →r u(r i ) with r sh ∈ Ω sh and r i ∈ Ω i [17] . The potential function φ
is the solution of the Laplace equation
with the boundary condition
The evaluation of the Green's function φ * (r) on ∂Ω i always yields finite numbers and thus avoids the singularity in the solution process. The desired solvation energy ∆G i in Eq. (1) (and thus the individual ionic activity coefficient γ i ) is then evaluated by [17, 49] 
Since the interface ∂Ω i is a sphere centered at the origin, the Laplace potential φ L (r) =
) is a constant in Ω i , i.e., Eq. (11) has been exactly solved.
The Poisson-Fermi equation (8) by iteratively solving the linearized PF equation
until a tolerable potential function φ M is reached, where φ 0 (r) is a given initial guess poten-
is performed only with respect to φ whereas S trc is treated as another independent variable although S trc depends on φ as well. Therefore, ρ ′ s ( φ) is not exact implying that this is an inexact Newton's method [50] . The fourth-order problem can be resolved by transforming Eq. (14) into two second-order PDEs [17] 
by introducing a density like variable Ψ = ∇ 2 φ for which the boundary condition is [17] Ψ(r) = 0 on ∂Ω s .
Eqs. (9), (15), and (16) 
with the jump condition
where
The corresponding cases to Eqs. (9), (15), and (16) in y-and z-axis follow in a similar way.
Let two FD grids points x l and x l+1 across the interface point ξ be such that x l < ξ < x l+1 and ξ = (x l + x l+1 )/2 with ∆x = x l+1 − x l = 1Å, a uniform mesh, for example, as used in this work. The FD equations of the SMIB method at x l and x l+1 are
φ l is an approximation of φ(x l ), and f l = f (x l ). Note that the jump value ǫ φ ′ at ξ is calculated exactly since the derivative of φ * is given analytically.
Since the steric potential takes particle volumes and voids into account, the shell volume V sh of the shell domain Ω sh can be determined by Eqs. (5) and (6) as
where the occupancy (coordination) number O w i is given by experimental data [43, 44] . The shell radius R 
where C Table 1 are cited from [25] , which are computed from the experimental hydration Helmholtz free energies of these ions given in [6] . Numerical values in Tables 1 and 2 We summarize the mathematical solution process for determining the activity of ionic solutions in the following algorithm.
1. Solve Eqs. (9), (10), and (16) ) and then set φ m−1 = φ m .
Go to 2 until convergence.
4. Obtain the activity coefficient γ i by Eq. (13). 
RESULTS
The PF results of ionic activity coefficients for eight 1:1 electrolytes, six 2:1 electrolytes, one mixed electrolyte, one 1:1 electrolyte at various temperatures, and one 2:1 electrolyte at various temperatures agree with the experimental data [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] as shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4 , 5, and 6, respectively. The empirical parameters used to fit the experimental data are α (24), whose values are given in Table 3 from which we observe that the PF model requires only one to three parameters to fit those data.
The mean activity coefficient γ P osN eg of a salt Pos p Neg q is calculated via the formula ln γ P osN eg = p p+q ln γ P os + q p+q ln γ N eg [5] , where γ P os and γ N eg are individual activity coefficients obtained by Eq. (13) for each i = P os and Neg. For the mean activity coefficients of either ternary (Fig. 4) or binary (Figs. 5 and 6 ) systems, we only need to adjust 3 parameters of one cation (not all ions) as shown in Table 3 .
The activity coefficients by the PF model are quite successful over a large range of temperatures and concentrations as shown in Figs. 4-6 . We used the code of the density model developed by Mao and Duan [52] to convert the concentration unit from molality (mol. kg −1 ) to molarity (M = mol. dm −3 ) by the standard formula as given in [52] , where the density model has been compared with thousands of measurements at high accuracy. The pressure values needed in the code at the corresponding temperatures were set to P = (A) We observe from Table 3 and nonlinear way. Nevertheless, the values of these parameters have been shown to deviate slightly in decimal digits from that of the experimental Born radius in pure water. These parameters are physically explained and can be easily verified in future studies for the same or different solutions of the present work. The model requires very few parameters because it is based on an advanced continuum theory that accounts for steric and correlation effects of ions and water with interstitial voids between nonuniform hard spheres. It also deals with short-and long-range interactions by partitioning the model domain into the ion, hydration shell, and the remaining solvent sub-domains. Numerical methods were also given to show how to solve different equations on different sub-domains that describe different physical properties of an ion in electrolyte solutions.
